1 SUMMARY: Diallel mating is a frequently used design for estimating the additive and dominance genetic (polygenic) effects involved in quantitative traits observed in the half-and full-sib progenies generated in plant breeding programs. Gibbs sampling has been used for making statistical inferences for a mixed inheritance model (MIM) that includes both major genes and polygenes. However, using this approach, it has not been possible to incorporate the genetic properties of major genes with the additive and dominance polygenic effects in a diallel mating population. A parent block Gibbs sampling method was developed in this study to make statistical inferences about the major gene and polygenic effects on quantitative traits for progenies derived from a half-diallel mating design. Using simulated data sets with different major and polygenic effects, the proposed method accurately estimated the major and polygenic effects of quantitative traits, and possible genotypes of parents and progenies.
Introduction
Quantitative genetics has contributed significantly to the improvement of productivity and quality in animal and plant breeding programs. In the classic quantitative method, traits are assumed to be controlled by polygenes, i.e., many genes, with each gene having a small effect on a quantitative trait. With advances in molecular technology and computational statistics, there is strong evidence that some quantitative traits may be controlled by a number of genes that have relatively large effects on phenotype. For example, major genes or quantitative trait loci (QTL) have been found in Drosophilae (Long et al., 1995) , domestic animals (Piper and Shrimpton, 1989) , rice (Jiang et al., 1994) and tree species (Wilcox et al., 1996; Kaya et al., 1999, Remington and O'Malley, 2000) . A mixed-inheritance model (MIM) that includes a major gene together with polygenes, instead of strictly polygenes, has been developed recently for analyzing some quantitative traits (Elston and Stewart, 1971; Kinghorn et al., 1994; Janss et al., 1997; Zeng and Li, 2003) .
Several statistical approaches have been developed for the detection of major genes for quantitative traits, based on phenotypic data. Methods based on analysis of variance have been used to infer the number of major loci contributing to growth variation of interspecific aspen hybrids (Li and Wu, 1996; Wu and Li, 1999; Wu and Li, 2000) . Several statistical methods using simple non-parametric tests for departure from normality have been used for detecting major gene segregation, but not for estimating major gene effects (Mérat, 1968; Fain, 1978; Karlin and Williams, 1981; Lynch and Walsh, 1998; Zeng and Li, 2003) . Other approaches based on maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference have been developed for the MIM to detect major genes affecting quantitative traits in animal (Hoeschele, 1988; Knott et al., 1991; Janss et al., 1997; Lund and Jensen, 1999) , crop (Wang et al., 2001 ) and tree species (Wu et al., 2001) . Most of these methods are based on either a multiple-generation pedigree, or else a progeny population derived from either a nested mating design (in the case of animal breeding) or a factorial mating design (in the case of tree hybrids). To our knowledge, however, no statistical methods have been developed for a progeny population derived from a diallel mating design.
Diallel mating is one of the most commonly used designs in plant and tree breeding programs (Hallauer and Miranda, 1981; Zobel and Talbert, 1984) . Unlike factorial mating, where male parents from one group are crossed with females from a second group, parents in a diallel design are crossed either as male or female with other parents in a single group (Griffing, 1956) . A half-diallel mating is the diallel mating without self and reciprocal crosses where both half-sib and full-sib progenies are produced for each of six parents. Diallel mating yields two levels of polygenic effects, i.e., the general combining ability (GCA) of parents due to additive polygenic effects, and the specific combining ability (SCA) of crosses due to dominant polygenic effects. The unique feature of diallel mating, the model for an observation having two main effects, has made it difficult to analyze with standard statistical programs for even polygenetic effects (Xiang and Li, 2001 ). Thus, it has been difficult to incorporate genetic properties of major genes with the two levels of polygenic effects in a MIM model for analyzing diallel data. Because of high-dimensional marginalization of the joint density over the unknown single genotype and polygenic effects, it is practically impossible to maximize the likelihood function associated with such a model using analytical and/or numerical techniques (Le Roy et al., 1989; Knott et al., 1991) . For animal breeding, the Gibbs sampling algorithm has been found to be reasonably effective in making inference for a mixed inheritance model in a nested mating design, in which parents can be either male or female, but not both (Janss et al., 1997) . Such analyses were primarily based on the halfsib relationships of parents (male or female) and their progenies. In the case of tree-breeding programs, diallel progenies are usually planted at several locations or site types to determine their growth potential under different environments. The potentially large environmental variation, as well as genotype by environmental interaction, relative to animal breeding, may affect the statistical power for major gene detection (McKeand et al., 1997) . Although the Bayesian approach may have potential for major gene detection, its usefulness for MIM analysis of diallel data is unknown, because of the two types of polygenic effects and the heterogeneous environmental variance. It is important to evaluate the ability of the Bayesian approach for detecting the segregation of major genes with a diallel progeny population across environments.
In this study, we developed a Bayesian approach, using a parent blocking Gibbs sampling, to make inferences about major genes and polygenic effects (GCA and SCA) that control quantitative traits for a progeny population derived from a half-diallel mating design without self and reciprocal crossings. Computer simulations were done to examine the effects of different prior distributions and design matrix, either full-ranked or non-full-ranked, on the proposed statistical method. A case study with one half-diallel progeny population of Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) was used to detect a major gene for height growth and to illustrate the application of the method.
The Mixed Inheritance Model
A mixed inheritance model (MIM) is adopted in this study for the diallel analysis, in which phenotypes are assumed to be influenced by a single major gene and the polygenic effects. A half-diallel mating design, with parents selected from a base population under HardyWeinberg and linkage equilibrium (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) , and fullsib families, is used to study the MIM. Each full-sib family is tested at several sites, following a randomized complete block design with several trees per full-sib family within each block, and several blocks within each site. The statistical model for a MIM can be written as a mixed linear model:
The notation definitions are listed in Table 1 . Unlike MIM for an animal population, there is no incidence matrix in the major gene effect term, because data are only the phenotypic observations of progenies in a tree population, rather than progenies plus parents (sires and dams) as in an animal population. By assuming for e and giving location and scale parameters, the vector of data is also normally distributed as: The single major gene under the traditional genetic model of one gene with two alleles (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) is assumed to be a bi-allelic ( and ), autosomal locus with Mendelian transmission probabilities, such that each progeny has one of the three possible genotypes:
, and with genetic effects and respectively. Given the two parent genotypes and , the genotype distribution of progeny is denoted as . This distribution describes the probability of
alleles constituting genotype being transmitted from parents with genotypes and when segregation of allele follows Mendelian transmission probabilities. Because of the conditionally independent structure of the genotypes, the joint genotype distribution of progenies can be written as:
where are the genotypes of parents. The parent genotypes are sampled from a base population with genotypes in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) . This is a reasonable assumption for tree breeding populations because individual trees serving as parents are usually selected randomly from natural populations. Given the favorable allele frequency in the base population
, the probability distribution of the genotype of parent i is assumed to be which follows Hardy-Weinberg proportions. Because of the independence among parents, the joint genotype distribution of parents can be written as: , and major gene effects
, and , where , =1, 2 and 3 are the hyper-parameters of the prior distribution. In the simulation and real data analysis we used k The joint posterior density of all unknowns, given the data , is proportional to the product of the likelihood function and the prior densities: In order to study the effects of the prior on the method's behavior with this data structure, improper flat priors are used for the overall mean µ , and major gene effect a and , i.e.,
The prior for any is always inverted Gamma. the MC used to perform the high dimensional Monte Carlo integration (Gelfand and Smith, 1990; Brooks, 1998) . Samples are obtained from the full conditional distributions, which form the transition probabilities of the Markov chain. Each time a full conditional distribution is visited, it is used to sample the corresponding parameter, while other parameters are considered to be fixed, and then the realized value is substituted into the full conditional distribution of all other parameters.
To improve the mixing and hence the speed of convergence, it is possible to sample several parameters simultaneously, called a 'block,' from their joint conditional distribution instead of updating all parameters univariately. As long as all parameters are updated, the new Markov chain will still have equation (4) as the density of stationary distribution. Unlike an animal population where data include parents and their offspring, and usually span several generations, in a tree population we consider only the progeny observations in the data Y with just two generations. The sire block strategy (Janss et al., 1997) has worked well for animal populations. Since in a diallel mating design, one tree served as a male as well as a female, we modified 'a sire blocking' into 'a parent blocking'. In a parent blocking, the genotypes of a Y parent and its half-sib offspring are treated as a block and updated simultaneously.
Consequently, in each cycle, the genotype of every offspring is updated twice instead of once a cycle as each offspring has two parents. Given the work of Liu et al. (1994) , and Robert and Sahu (1997) , it seemed to us that the block Gibbs sampler would mix faster than the ordinary one-at-a-time version that updates each component sequentially. Blocking is generally effective when the elements within the block are highly correlated compared to the correlation between blocks.
Full conditional distributions
Full conditional distributions are derived from the joint posterior distribution (4). For notational convenience, the MIM can be rewritten as:
, where is a ( ) matrix, and is a (
In order to implement the 'parent blocking,' an exact calculation of the joint conditional distribution of a parent and its all offspring is required. The joint conditional distribution for parent is: , where denotes the number of offspring of parent i , and the offspring are indexed by , or simply , where . By definition, this distribution is proportional to
The first term is the genotypic distribution of the parent i , marginalized with respect to the genotypes of its offspring. The second term is the joint distribution of offspring genotypes conditional on the parents' genotypes. To calculate the genotype distribution of parent , the three possible genotypes of all offspring must be summed after weighting each genotype by i its relative probability. The final marginalized full conditional distribution for the major genotype of the parent is: i , and has the same notation as . The penetrance function (or weight) is:
. The probabilities here are given up to a constant of proportionality and st be normalized to ensure that .
For the genotypes of offspring, the marginalized full conditional distributions are the same as the usual full conditional distributions found by extracting from equation (4) 
The full conditionals for allele frequency, location parameters and variance components are obtained by just extracting the relevant terms from the joint posterior density in equation (4) (for details see Zeng, 2000) .
Updating scheme
The algorithm based on parent block updating is summarized as the following: σ from the full conditional distribution;
IV. repeat II-III, these steps constituting one iteration.
Simulation

Data generation process
To evaluate the procedure with this data structure, simulated data with both major gene and polygenic components were generated for this study. A 6-parent half-diallel mating design with 4 test sites and 6 blocks per site is used to simulate phenotypic observations, although the site effects and block within site effects are both set to zero. Six parents are chosen randomly from a base population in which the major gene and polygenic parameters are (Huber et al., 1992) .
The major genotypes of parents and progenies are simulated according to equation (3) and (2). The major gene variance component is calculated as following: 
Convergence diagnostics
Bayesian Output Analysis (BOA version 0.5.0) (Smith, 2000) is used to analyze these outputs. The Gelman and Rubin Shrink Factors (Gelman and Rubin, 1992) plot is used to determine the burn-in time as well as the convergence. The autocorrelation plot is then used to determine the length of thinning lag in order to get a relatively independent sample for the final analysis. Brooks, Gelman and Rubin's corrected scale reduction factors (for multiple chains) and Raftery and Lewis's dependence factors (for a single chain) are also used to diagnose the convergence of MCMC chains (Brooks and Roberts, 1998 
Results
When the design matrix was singular, both uniform prior and normal prior provided good frequentist coverage estimates, except for the fact that estimates were lower than expected from simulations (Table 3 ). The Gelman and Rubin plot for a set of initial values (as in N1)
indicated that the burn-in iteration was about 25,000 iterations (see Figure 1) . The corrected scale reduction factors were approximately 1.0, and Raftery dependence factors were found to be much less than 5.0. Posterior densities of six genetic parameters, and , for a different set of initial values (as in N2) are listed in Figure 2 . These numerical diagnostic summaries (Table 4 and Figure 1 ) indicated that the chains mix well and there was When the design matrix was chosen to be of full rank, each individual chain converged with the Raftery dependence factors less than 5.0. The parameter estimates from the five different initial value sets N0, N1, N2, N4, and N5 were very good in term of precision. For the set of initial values N3, however, the estimates of major gene genotype for the 6 th parent, as well as the corresponding genetic parameters, were not correct (see Table 3 ). As a result, the 0.975 quantile of corrected scale reduction factors for parameter and were 1.28, 1.29, and 2.87 respectively (see Table 4 ). This may indicate a possible mixing problem for the N3 set due to the combination of full-rank design matrix with this data structure. To avoid this possibility, a normal prior with a singular design matrix was chosen as a model for the further analysis of our case study.
A case study
The blocking Gibbs sampling method was applied to a progeny data set derived from a 6 parents, half-diallel mating of loblolly pine by the North Carolina State University Tree Improvement program . Similar to the simulated data, 15 full-sib families from the diallel mating were planted at 4 different sites with 6 blocks each. Tree heights of progenies at age 6 were measured as the quantitative trait for this analysis. First, a mixed linear model was fitted to adjust the site effect t , and block within site effect The results for two independent chains, with different sets of initial values for and , were very close to each other using 240,000 iterations (Table 5 ). The 0.975 quantile of corrected scale reduction factors for parameters was less than 1.2. The percentage of major gene effects was estimated as 17% of the total phenotypic variance. The estimated major genotype of parent 2 was , while that of the others was . The additive effect of the major gene was 2.3 and the dominance effect was
-2.3 and had
The results indicated that there might be a detectable recessive major gene controlling the height growth of loblolly pine in this diallel population, although the effect of the major gene is small compared with the polygenic effects, which explains about 17% of total phenotypic variance. High estimated GCA values also indicated that the polygenic component was more important for height growth of loblolly pine at age 6. Given the limitations of the experimental design and relatively small effect of the major gene, the major genotypes may not be accurate in this case study. Furthermore, the validity of the model assumptions and possible interaction of polygenic and major gene effects may make this genotype interpretation difficult.
Discussion
The Bayesian approach with parent-blocking Gibbs sampling has been shown to be effective in this study for analyzing data from a half-diallel mating design using a mixed inheritance model. The method can be used successfully to detect major gene segregation, estimate major gene effects and putative genotypes of a major gene for parents and progenies, as well as polygenic parameters of a quantitative trait. To our knowledge, this is the first statistical approach that incorporates the polygenic effects of GCA and SCA with a major gene in the MIM for a diallel mating design. The results from this model have provided a better understanding of mixed inheritance of quantitative traits in diallel populations, particularly for tree-breeding.
Although major-gene genotypes detected are putative, based on the statistical inference, this information of segregation could be valuable for identifying parents with major genes affecting quantitative traits. The proposed method is based on the existing half-diallel mating design, and hence it can be used to analyze actual progeny test data for breeding purposes. By systematically screening progeny test data with this method, putative major genes, genotypes of parents and progenies, and their probabilities can be estimated. This is in addition to the polygenic effects of GCA and SCA, and other variance component estimates from the traditional analysis. The detectable major gene and putative genotypes would be valuable for selecting materials in an active breeding program. By combining the GCA and SCA estimates and possible major genotypes, suitable combinations of parents or progenies can be chosen to provide maximum genetic gains for a breeding program.
The putative genotypes of major genes identified with this method could also be valuable for molecular mapping experiments by providing a mapping population with a high probability of segregation for the quantitative traits. This should improve the effectiveness of searches for QTL in the laboratory and reduce the experimental costs of such a search. Often no QTLs can be detected due to inadequate segregation in the experimental population. Our analytical approach can thus be first used to identify parents or families that are most likely segregating for a quantitative trait before further molecular mapping and linkage analysis are pursued. The detection of major genes using statistical approaches and confirmation of the presence of a major gene using genetic markers are very important for designing more effective breeding strategies and would make breeding for quantitative traits much more efficient.
One problem with the traditional ML approach is that it is not feasible to obtain maximum likelihood estimators either by maximizing the likelihood of incomplete data directly or by using an iterative algorithm such as EM. By adopting a Bayesian framework for the segregation analysis, we avoided the necessity of performing such an optimization. In addition, estimates of the parameters are based on finite sample posterior distribution and thus avoid the use of asymptotic approximation using Fisher information. The marginal Bayesian estimators take into account the uncertainty of a single parameter that is due to the uncertainty in all other parameters in the model. Thus, it can take into account all model uncertainty based on finite samples. Model selection methods based on theoretic criteria such as AIC and BIC can be used to choose models with different number of major genes.
Usually, a full-rank design matrix makes the Markov chain converge quicker (Gilks and Roberts, 1996) . In this study, the combination of the method, data structure and full-rank setting may limit the movement of chains by chance. Consequently, the wrong parent genotypes may be identified even though the chain may mix well and converge for other genetic parameters. Smooth posterior density is not always an indicator of convergence as studied by Wang et al. (1994) , especially when dealing with the discrete genotypes in the unknown parameter space. Gelfand and Sahu (1998) have shown that mixing improved as unidentified parameters were specified in an increasingly flat prior.
Efficiency of Gibbs sampling depends on the mixing property of the Markov chain, which in turn is determined by the parameterization used in the model and the sampling scheme applied. From the consistent results of multiple chains and convergence tests, we conclude that the chains have mixed well for parent block sampling of genotypes. However, if the size of progeny population is small and/or the major gene effect is small, mixing may become a problem even with the parent block sampling. If additional molecular marker information is included in the model or the overall mean µ in the model is extended to a vector by including other non-genetic parameters, such as site effects and block within site effects, the mixing problem may be worse. One possible way to avoid this is to use the hybrid Markov chain embedding a Hasting or Metropolis updating step in the basic Gibbs sampling scheme, as used in pedigree analysis (Tierney, 1994) . Another way would be to use Metropolis jumping kernel to make transition between communicating classes (Lin, 1995) . A Bayesian network is also an alternative solution (Lund and Jensen, 1999 ).
Although only one major gene with two alleles was considered in this study, this method can be extended to more general situations by considering 2 alleles and/or two or more major genes. When multiple alleles and genes are involved in the model, many important issues such as Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium (among alleles for one gene), linkage disequilibrium (association among genes), and epistasis (non-allelic interaction)
should be examined. In these cases, model selection can be adopted by means of the Bayes Factor (Kass and Raftery, 1998) , or by means of a predictive loss approach (Gelfand and Ghosh, 1998 and Probability = 0.9.
3 : The dependent factor in the parenthesis was calculated by using lag=30, instead of 2 : Raftery Dependent Factor is calculated under Quantile = 0.025, Accuracy = ± 0.05, 1 : CS Reduction Factor: corrected score reduction factor; De ty nsi
